High-performance affinity chromatography: a powerful tool for studying serum protein binding.
High-performance affinity chromatography (HPAC) is a method in which a biologically-related ligand is used as a stationary phase in an HPLC system. This approach is a powerful means for selectively isolating or quantitating agents in complex samples, but it can also be employed to study the interactions of biological systems. In recent years there have been numerous reports in which HPAC has been used to examine the interactions of drugs, hormones and other substances with serum proteins. This review discusses how HPAC has been used in such work. Particular attention is given to the techniques of zonal elution and frontal analysis. Various applications are provided for these techniques, along with a list of factors that need to be considered in their optimization and use. New approaches based on band-broadening studies and rapid immunoextraction are also discussed.